
Minutes of NBDS Board Meeting 
Saturday June 6, 2015 – 5:00 pm 

Bowen Park Social Centre Meeting Room #4 
 
Board members present: John Maher (JM), Mark Pearce (MP), Marilyn Assaf (MA), Stephen Gower (SG), Pinky 
Wong (PW), Gordon Pascoe (GP), John Burke (JB), Doreen Thompson (DoT) and Debbie Townsend (DeT).  Vicki 
Linfitt (VL) passed along prior regrets re: an expected late arrival and then arrived at 5:32 p.m.  
 
1. Call to Order: Quorum reached. Meeting commenced 5:00 p.m. 
 
2. Approval of Agenda: The proposed meeting agenda (see Addendum #1) was reviewed by the board. No 
changes were suggested.  Approved. 
 
3. Previous Meeting Minutes: The minutes of the February 7, 2015 NBDS Board Meeting were reviewed by the 
board for errors or omissions but none were found.  Approved. 
 
4. Business arising from minutes of previous board meeting:  
 
a) Follow-up on Dance Fest budget for 2015.  At the February 7th board meeting, the budget for the 2015 
Dance Fest had been reviewed and Pinky Wong had reported that the budget for 2015 was based on actual 2014 
Dance Fest revenues and expenses. At that meeting, Pinky Wong had felt that the Dance Fest surplus noted for 
that event might have been a bit higher and she had asked that Stephen Gower review the numbers for the 
2014 event. Stephen Gower reported that since the February 7th board meeting, he had looked into that matter 
but found that all budgeted/actual figures appeared to be accurate. No action required.  
 
b) Membership Fees Discussion.  John Maher had renewed this topic as an Agenda item but after further review 
he had found that no further discussion was really required and that no action items were needed. The board 
agreed. NBDS membership fees will remain at $20 per year with the membership year running from January 1 to 
December 31. No action required. 
 
c) Update on SOCAN Fees.  Gordon Pascoe reported that he had looked into the situation a bit more and that 
the preferred ‘Tariff 21’ was not accessible by NBDS due to the fact that the club brings in too much revenue 
from the annual IFB event.  Gordon Pascoe indicated that we need to find a way to divide our revenue streams 
down further to get cheaper annual SOCAN costs applied.  Action Item: Venue Coordinators Vicki Linfitt and 
Stephen Gower now to identify and summarize the actual SOCAN fees that we pay at all venues and events (for 
the current year, as an example).  This summarization of actual SOCAN fees will be useful and help Gordon 
Pascoe with finding the most favorable SOCAN tariffs in the future. 
 
d) 2015 Calendar Brochure.  Mark Pearce reported that he had not initiated any further work on this piece to 
date. The board suggested that we look forward towards the later in 2015 for a possible launch date for a new 
club calendar and brochure. Action Item (continuing): Mark Pearce to work towards a creating a new printed 
club brochure and printed calendar of events for use in late 2015. 
 
e) Promotions Update.  Marilyn Assaf reported on the highly successful ‘What Women Want’ event that 
happened in Parksville after the last board meeting. NBDS provided many volunteers (both dancers and 
promotional representatives) including Stephen Gower, Elaine Thompson, John Burke, Doreen Thompson, Tina 
Maher, Debbie Townsend and Marilyn Assaf plus some other dancers from the local area. Marilyn Assaf 



reported that it was truly a great event and that we should definitely do it next year. Stephen Gower coined it a 
‘jewel in our crown’ when it comes to promoting the NBDS and IFB. MA said that lots of fun was had by all, 
dancers and audience alike and she wondered if there was a similar event in Nanaimo with which we might get 
involved. Through the use of dance demonstrations, a promotional flyer handed out to the audience and the use 
of on-the-floor NBDS ambassadors, the NBDS thoroughly used this event to help with Island Fantasy Ball 
promotion and to raise awareness of both IFB and NBDS. 
 
Regarding other promotional efforts since the last board meeting, Marilyn Assaf noted that Vicki Linfitt had 
handled all newspaper advertising for IFB while Marilyn Assaf had helped with getting an IFB article into the 
Nanaimo News Bulletin and into the Nanaimo Daily News.  
 
e) Organizational Summary for DanceSport Activities. At a previous board meeting, JM had asked SG and JB to 
work on summarizing the activities that NBDS carries out in support of DanceSport. John Burke handed out a 
newly prepared notice about NBDS DanceSport Practices for the board to review (see Addendum #2). JB asked 
that the board read over and comment on this new piece. The purpose for this piece is to place it in the NBDS 
Organizational Manual for reference by interested readers AND soon to place it somewhere on the NBDS 
website as a way to help educate members about the structure, times and purposes of our DanceSport 
Practices. Action Plan: board members to comment on this piece (maybe on the same piece of paper?) and then 
scan and email comments back to JB or SG within a couple of weeks.  Action Item: Mark Pearce to summarize 
this document and insert the important points into an upcoming E-News.   

 
Update on Events 
 
1) IFB De-brief.  Vicki Linfitt (VL) gave a verbal report on IFB 2015. She noted that all financial numbers would 
not be finalized until the end of June. Overall, Vicki reported that it was an excellent event with top notch 
invited competitors. All attendees and competitors enjoyed themselves and there was very good feedback from 
both audience and competitors with not one complaint. Attendance was reported to be down about 10% overall 
but not all attendance comparisons have been made yet. VL said that less Row 2 tables were sold than in 
previous years (these usually bought by NBDS members). Also, VL noted that NBDS members usually bought 
tickets a bit early than they did this year.  Financially, IFB is expected to be close to budget (break-even) due to 
the increased costs of assisting more competitors coming from afar (which was actually good for the event). 
There were 3-4 top notch couples that attended so the IFB committee decided to use surpluses from the last 
two years to cover these 2015 costs. VL reported a good crop of volunteers, good judges and better lighting and 
sound systems - a very good event overall. 
 
2) Report on Dance Camp.  Gordon Pascoe (GP) handed out a written report (see Addendum #3 attached) that 
contained his current budget numbers plus a descriptive section covering Gordon’s Rationale (or Philosophy) for 
decisions made in planning for this event.  Overall, GP reported that he really likes the venue at Nanoose Place a 
great deal. This year, he feels that he has a very good crew of volunteers who will also take on providing food for 
dancers on-site. In his calculations, GP feels that we will exceed the shown food income revenue by probably 
twice the amount shown on this budget. In addition, camping opportunities for RV’s and tents are good plus the 
hall provides 24 hour washroom availability. 
 
GP noted that he had enlisted the help of 9 dance hosts (male leads with considerable dance experience) to help 
even out lead/follow numbers and as a beneficial move to keep the crowd of dancers happy and engaged. When 
asked, GP noted that the fixed costs shown on Addendum #3 were mainly for instructor related costs (workshop 
fees, travel costs etc.) and for the rental of the facility. John Maher volunteered that the insurance that we have 
through NBDS covers these types of events (Dance Camp and Dance Fest). See the attached Addendum #3 for 



more on GP’s expected budget to-date. 
 
3) Dance Fest.  Pinky Wong (PW) told the board that the format for Dance Fest 2015 was similar to last year and 
that the details were well covered on our website (and through our NBDS E-News).  Instructors have been hired 
for this event that is being held July 17-18 at Qualicum Bay (Lighthouse Community Centre). 
Pinky Wong said that the entry fees would be the same price as paid last year.  
 
New Business 
 
Plans for Upcoming Events: 
 
Anniversary Dinner and Dance (Saturday, October 3) - Vicki Linfitt recently let the NBDS board know that NBDS 
will need to find a replacement for her in her role as Bowen/Beban Chairperson starting this fall.  With this 
news, some board members felt that we might want to look at planning dances held at these venues separately. 
The exception would be the Island Fantasy Ball (of which Vicki Linfitt is currently still the Chairperson). The IFB is 
normally planned and operated separately from other NBDS functions.   
 
Marilyn Assaf suggested that we could inquire with members (possibly through an E-News) to see if any member 
would take on the role of coordinating the Anniversary and/or Christmas events.  She wondered if the planning 
of Bowen/Beban dances/events might be done successfully by committee as an alternative.  A few board 
members suggested that making targeted phone calls to members might work better in eliciting responses.  
Marilyn Assaf agreed to make some calls to see where member interest might lie in coordinating dances and 
events at Bowen or Beban, as required.  Action Plan: MA to make phone calls to NBDS members in order to find 
helpers to plan the Anniversary and Christmas events. 
 
Vicki Linfitt noted that we still need to figure out caterers for this event and for the Christmas Banquet and 
Dance also. The board asked that, for expediency, Vicki Linfitt go ahead and book a caterer for both events 
without any further board input.  Action Plan: Vicki Linfitt to book caterers for Anniversary Dinner and Dance 
and Christmas Banquet/Gala and Dance (with full prior support of the board). 
 
Christmas Banquet/Gala and Dance – see above. 
 
Other New Business 
 
a) New Accountant for NBDS – NBDS needs to find a new accountant to help prepare financial statements for 
the club.  This will be required for the coming fiscal year (not for the current year ending June 30, 2015). This 
year’s statements will be the final ones prepared by Nelson Wong on behalf of the NBDS.  Pinky Wong reported 
that she had interviewed quite a few people for the position but that two qualified people stood out and 
showed great interest (Karen and Sunny; both accountants in Vancouver willing to work on a pro-
bono/volunteer basis). Pinky Wong and John Maher felt that if both were still interested that perhaps the NBDS 
could get them both working for us in two different capacities, splitting the workload up between them.  John 
Maher felt that one could handle the accounting for IFB and other bigger events while the second would help 
NBDS specifically with its annual financial statement preparations. 
 
Stephen Gower re-iterated that the NBDS needs completed financial statements in hand within ten weeks so 
these new accountants won’t have enough time to work on the current year statements but would instead be 
trained for helping out starting in the coming year.  Action Plan: Pinky Wong to contact the two applicants and 
inquire as to their continued interest in helping and whether they would consider splitting the work. 



b) Nominations Committee – The next NBDS Nominations Committee needs to be formed by August 1st. The 
board generally felt that having members from the previous nominating committee stay on would be good for 
continuity if at all possible. John Maher said that he will also welcome further suggestions from the board. 
Action Plan: JM to call the previous nominating committee members to see if they would stand again and then 
make inquiries with other NBDS members in an effort to put together an NBDS Nominations Committee by 
August 1.  John Maher also noted that the NBDS has a written package available to prospective nominations 
committee members that help explain the job demands and that he would also review this package prior to 
sending it out to any new members for the committee. 
 
c) Improving AGM Report Submissions. Mark Pearce noted that it would be useful for ALL officers, directors and 
committee chairpersons to submit written reports summarizing their activities during the past year to the 
Secretary two (2) weeks prior to the NBDS Annual General Meeting. These reports would be tabularized and 
then made available (emailed) to NBDS members as a package prior to the actual AGM date. The purpose would 
be to provide members with information direct from the reporting person about their activities.  The reporting 
person would still be required to present their report (either in summarized form or read verbatim if desired) at 
the AGM if they were present. Or, if they could not be present, their written submission could be then be read 
out verbatim for acceptance by AGM attendees. Action Item: Mark Pearce to contact all officers, directors and 
committee chairs prior to the next board meeting in late August and request that they provide their AGM 
reports no later than September 6. 
 
d) Approval of Financial Statements. Once the June 30, 2015 NBDS financial statements are complete, they will 
need to be approved by 2 directors before they are shown to the NBDS membership at, or before, the Annual 
General Meeting. John Maher noted that traditionally this has been the job of the President and the Treasurer. 
Action Plan: JM and SG to contact the board when the financial statements are ready for approval. 
 
e) Advertising and Promotions. Marilyn Assaf said that we still had budgeted monies left to use for advertising 
purposes in this current year. Marilyn suggested that we use some to advertise Dance Camp and Dance Fest. 
The board inquired as to the whereabouts of a coupon that NBDS had won for some free radio advertising and 
Marilyn Assaf said that she had that coupon and could put it to use. Vicki Linfitt indicated that we should contact 
Lynn Peachey to see if she could do up a new posting on the NBDS Facebook Site to help advertise Dance Camp. 
John Maher hoped that we could find advertising audiences where there was a chance for recruitment of 
dancers.  MA wondered about summertime gazebo dancing at the park but other board members felt it wasn’t a 
great place for recruitment opportunities (a few people come by to watch but not as much to participate). 
Action Plan: Marilyn Assaf to contact Gordon Pascoe about helping with short term advertising and promotion 
of Dance Camp (this could include NBDS Facebook posting via Lynn Peachey and a quick radio advertisement to 
use up our NBDS free radio advertising coupon. It was noted that we had about 400 flyers left over after the 
What Women Want event and that we could re-purpose these flyers for other uses. Action Item: Elaine 
Thompson (through Stephen Gower) to fix/re-work stickers to use on left over flyers from the What Women 
Want event. 
 
Next Board Meeting Date 
 
The NBDS board did not set a date for its next meeting but felt that a meeting in late August date was needed. 
The focus of that meeting will be to plan the balance of the 2015 NBDS calendar for the new board (with 
tentative bookings already made). Action Plan: John Maher to review his calendar for August and propose a final 
board meeting date prior to the AGM. The date for the AGM in September will be September 20, 2015. 
 
Meeting adjourned 6:55 pm    Minutes prepared by NBDS Secretary Mark Pearce. 



ADDENDUM #1 
 
AGENDA 
 
NANAIMO BALLROOM DANCE SOCIETY BOARD MEETING 
5:00 p.m. June 6, 2015 at Bowen Park Social Centre 
 

Time No. Item Action by 

5:00 1 Call to order, determine quorum,  John 

5:01 2 Minutes of last meeting All 

5:05 3 Actions from last meeting  

   Follow-up on Dance Fest budget Stephen 

   Further discussion on membership fees All 

   Update on SOCAN etc. Gordon 

   2015 Calendar brochure Mark 

   Promotion update Marilyn 

   Organization piece for DanceSport John B, Stephen 

5:45 4 Update on events: IFB debrief Vicki 

   Dance Camp Gordon 

   Dance Fest Pinky 

6:15 5 Plans for next events: Anniversary, Christmas 2015 All 

 6 Prep for AGM, nominations committee, financial reports All 

 7 Other new business All 

6:55 8 Plan for next meeting All 

7:00 9 Adjourn John 

 
  



ADDENDUM #2 
 
NBDS DanceSport Practices 
 
The NBDS DanceSport Practices provide an opportunity for all NBDS members to apply what they have learned 
in the classroom on a proper size open dance floor with strict tempo music.  The members can start, stop and 
repeat what they are practicing at their leisure.  Beginners, social dancers, teachers and competitive dancers 
from Newcomer to the Championship level all share the floor and are all welcome.  The environment is warm, 
friendly, encouraging and is very supportive, and it has to be this way, to encourage all our members to pursue 
that unattainable thing called perfection.  
  
Cost: $2.50 per person for practice. 
Attendance on Tuesday night practices at Nanoose with strict tempo music is 12 to 16 people.  Hours of 
operation: 7 to 10 pm. 
Attendance on Thursday night practices Beban Park with no music but strict tempo rhythm tracks is 6 to 12 
people.  Hours of operation: 6 pm to 10 pm. 
There is an extra floor fee of $5 per hour for private lessons.  

 
 
  



ADDENDUM #3 
 
Dance Camp Report to June 6, 2015 
Prepared by Gordon Pascoe 
 
Budget highlights: 
 
EXPENSES    REVENUE/INCOME 
Fixed Costs  $3,750  In bank  $5,455 ($4505 paid + NBDS start-up) 
Other; Food  $1,000  Anticipated     $700 (waiting for their cheques) 
 2 Bands $1,000  Dance Sales     $750 (estimate) 
 Shower     $300  Food Income  $1,000 (“donations”, could be higher) 
 Bar      $310     ++++ 
  TOTAL  $6,360  Guestimate   $8,000 of Income (not counting bar sales) 
 
Gordon’s Rationale. (“philosophy”?) 

1. Providing a vehicle for the general enjoyment of dancing under the NBDS umbrella. 

2. Hope that this will bring more and new dancers into the fold, and into membership of NBDS 

3. Providing the best possible experience for those who attend Dance Camp. They have paid 

good money and we should do our best for them. No excuses. 

Location (Nanoose) / instructors / variety of dance disciplines / Dancers hanging out with 
dancers (Social). Receiving a good $ value for their investment. 

4. Feeling that Dance Camp shows another face to NBDS and is a good part of NBDS’s Event 

Line-up. 

EVENTS: - Fantasy Ball / Anniversary Ball / Christmas Ball / Dance Fest / Dance Camp 
REGULAR DANCES & INSTRUCTION:    Bowen & Nanoose, Beban. (Each bringing a 

different aspect to dancing.) 
5. My personal feeling is that International style Ballroom & Latin is the pinnacle dance form of 

partner dancing, with roots deep in our cultural history. I feel that only NBDS can offer this 

to the dancing public, because of NBDS’s membership & expertise. But for NBDS to survive, 

. . . . the low membership “problem” needs to be solved. It is my belief that a variety of 

dances and dance forms should provide a broader base to build skills that will lead dancers 

towards enhancing their dance skills. It is hereby admitted that I have a personal bias 

towards “vintage” dances and the vintage music associated with them that became a part 

of and is integral to “modern” partner dancing. I further believe that if we forget or ignore 

this cultural history it will be at our peril. 

       Gordon 
 

 


